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Since 2008, SNAAP, the Strategic National Arts Alumni Project, has collected and analyzed 
data from over 200,000 arts graduates from across North America. SNAAP data help change 
the national conversation on the value of an arts degree. Over 300 colleges and universities 
have participated in the study and SNAAP data have been used for assessment, curriculum 
reform, recruitment, benchmarking, alumni engagement, advocacy, and more. (See “SNAAP 
by the Numbers” on page 4.)

SNAAP asked the IU Center for Cultural Affairs (CCA) for help in collecting exam-
ples of how colleges and universities have used SNAAP data for positive change. The CCA 
reached out to SNAAP data users from across a range of schools and programs – large and 
small, public and private, performing and visual arts, etc. Over the summer of 2021, dozens 
of administrators and staff sat down with us, virtually, to describe how they use SNAAP 
data to improve their programs. These lengthy interviews captured a variety of ways that 
SNAAP data help advance institutional development, including (i) identifying opportunities 
to improve upon existing programs and curricula, (ii) strengthening student recruitment 
and retention efforts, (iii) enhancing alumni relations, (iv) supporting grantwriting and 
fundraising, and (v) advocacy on campus and beyond.

THIS COMPILATION OF DIRECT QUOTES FROM ADMINISTRATORS 
ILLUSTRATES HOW THEY USE SNAAP DATA AND THE VALUE THEY 
PROVIDE.

Each of these conversations contributed a case to this collection – a casebook – of exam-
ples where administrators, staff, and faculty have used SNAAP data to help their institutions 
and programs. In some cases, the best value came from using their own institutional SNAAP 
data. For other cases, using and comparing to aggregate (national) SNAAP data proved piv-
otal. After interviewing representatives from schools that have utilized the SNAAP data, we 
have found that the main applications of the data include revamping recruiting efforts, imple-
menting new and relevant curriculum, and formulating proposals that resulted in funding 
for programs.

You will find in this casebook examples of those main topics as well as descriptions of 
alumni engagement, use of the data itself in the classroom, and general identifications of 
patterns from the survey results spurring new and innovative conversations in art schools 
around the country. The previous cycles of SNAAP at Indiana University featured info on 
alumni’s business and financial skills preparation, and the cases collected here reflect how 
vital SNAAP data were to informing new entrepreneurship initiatives around the country. 
The next cycle of SNAAP in 2022 promises to shed even more vital information, especially 
on topics related to the pandemic, diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging. If the examples 
detailed in this casebook are any indication, the future of SNAAP and the information it 
gathers is very bright.

Casebook compiled and created by Douglas Noonan and Ted Field, Indiana University Center for Cultural Affairs, 
December 2021

Executive Summary
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SNAAP by the Numbers

This is an example of a partial data visualization report supplied by SNAAP to participating institutions with their 
institutional data in 2015, 2016, and 2017.  For more information please refer to the full Aggregate Frequency Report.

https://snaaparts.org/uploads/downloads/Reports/SNAAP-151617-Recent-Grads-Aggregate-Report.pdf


Sample 
SNAAP 
Graphs

PARTICIPATING ALUMNI

INCOME AND DEBTEDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES
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This Casebook serves as an overview of how SNAAP data have been successfully used by par-
ticipating arts and design institutions and programs over the last decade. During SNAAP’s 
time at the Indiana University Center for Postsecondary Research in the School of Education 
(2008 through 2018), over 200,000 arts and design alumni from 300 institutions in the 
United States and Canada responded to the SNAAP survey.

Alumni data collected via the SNAAP surveys are analyzed and provided back to partic-
ipating institutions in the form of institutional reports. Institutions have used their SNAAP 
data for alumni and donor outreach, recruitment, program and curricular change, planning 
and assessment, advocacy, and more.

The early days of this work were full of discoveries and challenges. No one had ever 
mounted a national alumni survey on this scale (in the arts or any other field), and we cre-
ated much from scratch. The methodologies of the National Survey of Student Engagement 
(NSSE), resident at our center, certainly informed our work. The Surdna Foundation 
entrusted us with its largest grant to-date to figure it out, and Ellen B. Rudolph, Surdna’s 
founding arts program director, can rightly be credited as SNAAP’s founding mother. George 
D. Kuh, SNAAP’s first director, credits John M. Kennedy, then the director of the Center 
for Survey Research at IU, with persuading him to take on the project. John said, “It sounds 
interesting!” I arrived in early 2008 as the first full-time employee, hired in part because of 
my background in the arts. Steven J. Tepper, then at Vanderbilt University and subsequently 
at Arizona State, served as the research director.

SNAAP’s first surveys sampled cohorts of alumni who were 5, 10, 15, and 20 years out 
of college. In 2010, the most recent 5 years of graduates were added to the sample. In 2011, 
the survey was opened to all alumni at all institutions, and SNAAP offered a consistent sur-
vey from 2011 through 2013. SNAAP took a hiatus for revisions in 2014 and updated the 
questionnaire with modules on entrepreneurship, career development, and internships before 
relaunching in 2015 through 2017.

From 2018 – 2021, Indiana University faculty – primarily Angie Miller (SNAAP 
research analyst since 2009) and myself – helped lead the transition to the new 501(c)(3), 
Arts + Design Alumni Research, Inc., now based at the University of Texas at Austin and 
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Lee Ann Scotto Adams is the new executive 
director, Jennifer Novak-Leonard serves as research director, and Douglas Dempster is pres-
ident of the board of directors.

From its inception, SNAAP has been committed to institutional improvement. 
Participating arts and design schools have used their data for more purposes than we could 
have ever imagined. I’m grateful to Douglas Noonan at the Indiana University Center for 
Cultural Affairs for overseeing this publication that demonstrates some of the unique ways 
SNAAP data have been used by institutions for positive change.

Introduction

SALLY GASKILL
SNAAP Associate Director (2008-2012)
Director (2012-2018)
Consulting Director (2018-2021)
Indiana University Center for Postsecondary Research
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Recruitment
SECTION 1
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SNAAP data have 
proven to be a 
valuable asset 
when developing 
recruitment 
strategies for 
schools of all sizes.

“Prospective students from stable economic 
backgrounds, especially those who aren’t the 
first in their family to pursue a degree, tend 
to come with a sense that they have to choose 
between breadth and job preparation, where 
a humanities or arts degree might give them 
a good broad base, but that a STEM degree is 
the best route to ensuring post-educational 
employment. SNAAP gives us data to com-
plicate that picture, demonstrating the value 
across the board, including career preparation, 
that a broad arts degree can offer.”

“SNAAP data, as interpreted by good research, 
can also help organizations large and small 
in arguments for resources, support, and 
standing within the institutions we serve. For 
many colleges and universities, long-estab-
lished arguments for supporting arts educa-
tion are wearing thin in the face of resource 
scarcity or shifting institutional priorities. 
Even where successful in securing resources, 
many of the traditional arguments for subsi-
dizing resource-intensive arts program often 
delimit what an institution expects from the 
arts for its students. The stories our alumni 
tell demonstrate how the arts supported far 
more than their aesthetic development, but 
prepared them for situations and challenges 
they face every day.”

“I think from a recruiting and retention stand-
point, the goal of our program has been to be 
a service to the college by providing a career 
pathway for students who are more interdis-
ciplinary and less interested in traditional 
frameworks within the arts. This is where I 
think SNAAP is a real superstar, because then 
what we are able to offer is a real, concrete data 
plan [that is] data driven.”

KEVIN HAMILTON
Dean, College of Fine & Applied 
Arts, University of Illinois, 
Urbana-Champaign

LAUREN CROSS, PHD
Program Coordinator & Assistant 
Professor, Interdisciplinary Art and 
Design Studies, College of Visual 
Arts and Design at the University of 
North Texas
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Data Visualization developed by UT Austin with its SNAAP data
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Using SNAAP data, 
schools have 
developed new 
curricula to better 
fit the needs of 
students entering 
the workforce today.

SNAAP data used in student recruitment 
can be a powerful tool. Just ask John Luther, 
Career Development Coordinator at Stamps 
School of Art and Design at the University of 
Michigan. He uses SNAAP data to educate 
four key groups: prospective students, parents, 
current students, and alumni. John uses the 
data he has gathered from SNAAP to “debunk 
the myth of the starving artist.” He notes that 
the solid data make for a convincing argument 
when speaking to students who are looking 
to get into the arts. This same approach goes 
for their parents who, admittedly, have more 
reservations than their children. The SNAAP 
data used in tandem with the “Uncle Henry 
is Wrong” video, which was created based on 
the SNAAP survey results, can be used to per-
suade hesitant parents and reassure them as 
their child goes on to pursue an arts degree.

Current students and alumni can help to 
bolster the SNAAP data and can be the Stamps 
School’s greatest recruiting asset. By encour-
aging students to get involved across the uni-
versity, participate in their career boot camp, 
and provide feedback on their experiences, the 
programming at Stamps continues to improve 
and attract new art students. Additionally, by 
keeping alumni involved, both prospective and 
current students can network and gain a per-
sonalized look at what is waiting for them after 
obtaining an arts degree from Stamps.

Via SNAAP Symposium 2021 – How AICAD uses SNAAP 
Data to Advocate for the Value of an Education in Art and 
Design

“One of the key reasons we did this survey was 
to inform our curriculum development work, 
but there is so much more in the SNAAP 
survey about post-graduate experiences. You 
know, those were important as well. But for 
our college, the primary feedback that we 
focused on was programmatic: where we were 
lagging in outcomes compared to other schools 
and where we were ahead.”

LARRY EPSTEIN
Emeritus Professor, 
Drexel University

STORIES FROM THE FIELD
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Example of SNAAP data used in recruiting efforts from the Sam Fox School of Design & Visual Arts at Washington University

“SNAAP gave us the important opportunity to segment 
alumni responses from our studio programs across archi-
tecture, art, and design and to parse between graduate 
and undergraduate feedback. This nuance was helpful in 
understanding the needs of our different populations as we 
fine-tuned our recruitment materials and, in some cases, 
adjusted our curricula and student support services.”

NICOLE ALLEN
Associate Dean, Sam Fox School of 
Design & Visual Arts
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Many programs 
make use of SNAAP 
in their recruiting 
materials.

Facts and infographics used by Messiah University (formerly Messiah 
College) with its SNAAP data

Data visualization developed by OCADU with its SNAAP data

SNAAP data referenced on the Kent State University website
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Curriculum
SECTION 2
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SNAAP data have 
influenced the 
curricula of art 
schools around 
the country.
These examples are some of the main ways 
colleges and universities have taken the 
data, drew lessons from it, and implemented 
new, relevant course offerings within their 
programs.

“In our case, we have four schools which are 
Art, Fashion, Music, and Theatre and Dance. 
I share [SNAAP data] with the directors of 
the schools and then they meet with their 
faculty and share it at their faculty meetings. 
Oftentimes I’ll attend that too. In more global 
aspects, whenever we’ve done the survey in the 
past, I’ve shared the general trends with all the 
faculty at our full college retreats that all the 
faculty attend.

The data is a bit different [in each school], 
so each of the school directors then meets with 
their faculty and shares that information, they 
discuss it, they talk about it, and it informs 
how we move forward.”

“In terms of the business skills, the financial 
skills, the entrepreneurial skills...It was great 
to have the data because our faculty thought 
they were doing that.

They said ‘Well, we’re doing that in 
classes,’ ‘We’re doing that in our professional 
aspect classes,’ or whatever it may be. It was 
great to be able to say, ‘Well, I understand that 
and I’m sure you are doing it, but here’s what 
our students are saying.’ Having that [SNAAP] 
data to be able to present those things to fac-
ulty has really, I think, turned them around 
in terms of realizing, ‘Okay, well then maybe 
I know our perception is very different from 
what our students are telling us, we need to 
change some of the things we’re doing.’”

“In the Office of Entrepreneurship and 
Career Development, we had a good look at 
the SNAAP data from a number of perspec-
tives, both the qualitative and quantitative 
approaches to the data, which we enjoyed see-
ing. And that helped inform what we choose 
to do and how we approach what we do. The 
big takeaway from 2015, and I think this was 
a national phenomenon, is the lack of busi-
ness entrepreneurship training in arts edu-
cation. We felt that this was a validation of 
what we choose to do in the OECD (Office of 
Entrepreneurship and Career Development) 
and how we approach our programming. And 
we were able to take it to the administration 
and essentially confirm what the Jacobs School 
of Music had decided to do by setting up this 
office in the first place. So that was good data 
to have.”

ALAIN BARKER
Director, Music Entrepreneurship 
and Career Development & Senior 
Lecturer in Music, Jacobs School of 
Music, Indiana University

JOHN CRAWFORD-
SPINELLI, EDD
Dean, College of the Arts, 
Kent State University
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“We got the survey data back and the sur-
vey data confirmed a lot of what we knew or 
thought already: that we had many students 
who came here for hands-on artistic training 
or design-oriented and applied training, and 
then they went out into the world and worked 
in the industries and ended up either manag-
ing or running businesses. What [the former 
students] said over and over again is, ‘Yeah, 
I learned how to make films at Emerson but 
nobody taught me about how to run a film pro-
duction company,’ and ‘You know, I learned 
acting at Emerson, but nobody taught me how 
to run a theater troupe.’ They then looked at 
the qualitative data, recognized those themes, 
and worked on improving their curriculum to 
plug some of these holes.”

“We didn’t go out and do market surveys. We 
didn’t go hire some kind of firm to say, ‘Do we 
think there are students who would be inter-
ested in this?’ What we did is use the data that 
we had from our own population that was tell-
ing us ‘we wished we’d had this while we were 
at Emerson.’ That was, I think, very persuasive 
to the board of trustees. Now, I was also able 
to add more national data that SNAAP pro-
vided as well around entrepreneurship in the 
arts and business in the arts as it related to art 
graduates overall. It also gave me an opportu-
nity to work with Mike [Duggan] (our director 
of institutional research) and others to come 
up with a kind of conceivable population of 
students who might be interested in a major 
like this major. Having this data, both our own 
unique data and having the national data was 
just absolutely critical for getting the endorse-
ment of the board for this new major.”

“We built this new major I’m confident 
in saying it was the first of its kind, 
meaning that we imagined business 
through the lens of Emerson. You’re 
probably saying to yourself, ‘what the 
heck does that mean?’ We started 
thinking about what we have already 
and how business fits into that. After 
a lot of really deep and interesting 
conversations with the faculty, we 
came up with this curriculum, which, 
fast forward, is called the Business of 
Creative Enterprises (BCE) major. It 
was launched in 2016 and the curricu-
lum is not like, I have an MBA so I got 
a business master’s degree at Suffolk. 
But I also have a TV and video pro-
duction background, as you know, and 
many of my colleagues and performing 
arts had their background in theater. 
We have visual media arts backgrounds 
and film people in [communications] 
with backgrounds and marketing and 
in communication so it was through 
our lens that we came up with [this 
new major].

It’s basically built around how busi-
nesses operate in the creative economy, 
which is huge. It’s gotten bigger ever 
since we launched the major itself.”

ROB SABAL
Dean, School of the Arts,
Emerson College

LU ANN REEB
Senior Executive-in-Residence, 
Assistant Dean and Director of 
Business and Entrepreneurial 
Studies, Emerson College
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At the School of the Art Institute of Chicago 
(SAIC), Felice Dublon (vice president 
& dean of student affairs) and her team 
needed the SNAAP data. They needed to 
either confirm or dispute their beliefs when 
it came to the programming they were offer-
ing their students. SAIC was one of the first 
schools to participate in the SNAAP survey 
and they quickly got their answer. Though 
SAIC alumni were satisfied overall with the 
faculty and the interdisciplinary approach 
the school took, they were not satisfied 
with how they were prepared for life after 
art school.

Felice also realized that this incoming 
generation of students is going to be differ-
ent than the generations that came before. 
Students today are part of the first genera-
tion to grow up with smartphones and social 
media. They are incredibly diverse, atten-
tive to inclusion, and are used to finding 
answers instantly. She knew that SAIC had 
to serve this new brand of students differ-
ently. To do this, SAIC began to integrate 
career education into the curriculum that 
could be tailored to each type of student.

Additionally, SAIC focused its atten-
tion on creating real-life connections. This 
was critical because SAIC alumni reported 
only one statistically significant predictor of 
satisfaction post-graduation: engagement. 
If students are engaged in the curriculum, 
they will be better prepared and, therefore, 
more satisfied with their experience.

Via SNAAP Symposium 2021 – How AICAD uses 
SNAAP Data to Advocate for the Value of an Education 
in Art and Design

SAIC’s “Academic Spine”

STORIES FROM THE FIELD

SNAAP also showed Felice and the rest 
of SAIC that there is a relationship between 
a sense of belonging, wellness, and inte-
grated career education. The intersection of 
these points creates well-rounded students 
that have the skills necessary to thrive after 
art school. By leveraging the SNAAP data, 
SAIC was able to support that intersection 
by offering an “academic spine” of four core 
classes, one each year. This change along 
with new efforts to facilitate networking 
opportunities for current students as well 
as alumni, demonstrates just how critical 
SNAAP data were to supporting student 
and alumni success.

FELICE DUBLON, PHD
Vice President and Dean of 
Student Affairs, School of the Art 
Institute of Chicago
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SNAAP data 
regularly get 
used to identify 
and justify 
program changes, 
new degrees 
and certificates, 
and other new 
programs.

For example, the University of 
Massachusetts Amherst used their 
SNAAP survey in motivating their 
Arts Management Certificate.

17



Professors can also 
use SNAAP data 
in the classroom 
to teach data 
evaluation methods.

“[I use SNAAP data in my] Ph.D. methods class. The class 
is based on teaching research skills to M.A. and PhD level 
arts admin students. After going through the first half of 
the semester, which is very skills-based. we set the ground-
work on how to ask a good research question and how to 
use data. I open with a series of classes that are based on 
how data sets are used for a scholarly versus a policy audi-
ence and SNAAP is always our first case...For this class, 
it is useful for the students to read peer-reviewed articles 
that use SNAAP data and also a series of either SNAAP 
reports, data briefs, or other arts field-focused uses of the 
data to compare how the same data source can be used to 
speak to different audiences. This has been really success-
ful because there is so much written with SNAAP data, 
and students are obviously interested in relation to their 
own careers. So it’s been a really good case to use for look-
ing at policy versus scholarly applications. SNAAP is the 
only [dataset] that I can use that is the same data source 
that is used extensively for both of those audiences.”

RACHEL SKAGGS, PHD
Lawrence and Isabel Barnett Assistant Professor 
of Arts Management, The Ohio State University
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SNAAP data help 
programs chart 
their futures and 
innovate.

“[SNAAP data] provided us with an incredible 
view of the value of an MSU Music degree and 
helped us strategize pathways for future suc-
cess….  It was a great way that alumni could 
voice their opinions about their careers in 
and outside the arts…. The data provided by 
alumni gave us valuable insights into future 
directions for our College to help us ensure the 
success of our students.”

“I presented the [SNAAP] data and my analy-
sis to the senior team and the chairs/deans. We 
collaboratively identified a variety of pathways. 
And we continued using program-level data 
points to illustrate the shifts we were trying 
to accomplish.”

CHRISTINE BEAMER
Special Assistant to the Dean for 
Strategic Initiatives, College of 
Music at Michigan State University

RHONDA SCHALLER
Assistant Vice President for 
Student Affairs, Visiting Associate 
Professor, Lecturer VP for Student 
Affairs, Fine Arts, Continuing and 
Professional Studies, Pratt Institute
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LIZ LECKIE, PHD
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Student Affairs, 
CFA OEO/Title IX Liaison, University of Utah

Description from the ArtsForce website

“We started a program called ArtsForce. It’s outside of 
the curriculum, which I think makes us unique. What we 
basically do is hire College of Fine Art students, and those 
students learn about professionalization and the transition 
out of college for our students and particularly look at the 
information that SNAAP has provided... We’re focusing 
on the key things alumni report back to SNAAP that were 
missing in their education. ArtsForce was started as a pro-
gram to assist students with how to be more effective at 
networking. We have them practice networking and we 
encourage them with best practices in networking. We 
have done programs on what financial skills artists need 
and we bring in people to speak to our current students 
outside of the curriculum.

We have a focus on entrepreneurship, which is now 
getting into the curriculum... Our School of Music has 
actually developed a certificate in music entrepreneur-
ship, which is connected to what artists need. We started 
outside of the curriculum and using students as really the 
grassroots efforts to argue that this is what they need. Now 
we’re seeing it shift into the curriculum in some interest-
ing ways. It shifted into our graduate-level curriculum first, 
but now we’re seeing it come into the undergrad curricu-
lum, which is really fun.”

21



SNAAP helps 
identify new needs, 
opportunities for 
building innovative 
programs.

“A program that we’ve developed is called Expert Exchange. 
It’s called Expert Exchange because alumni and other pro-
fessionals are as interested in what our students are doing 
and the great new talent and ideas that are coming out 
of SAIC as our students are interested in learning about 
their experiences and gaining industry insights. But most 
importantly [Expert Exchange’s mission] is to support the 
students in connecting with alumni and with professionals 
for career advice and mentorship. This is a program that 
we have going every semester. On Fridays we host visiting 
professionals, most of whom are alums, who meet with our 
students. It’s been an incredibly popular program. Alumni 
also take advantage of Expert Exchange for what are akin 
to informational interviews and making connections with 
our visiting experts.”

KATHARINE SCHUTTA
Director of Career and Professional Experience, 
School of the Art Institute of Chicago
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Many institutions 
leverage SNAAP 
data for internal 
program reviews. 
SNAAP has 
helped provide 
the evidence that 
programs need 
for their reviews 
and to inform 
recommendations.
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SNAAP can help 
users earn internal 
funding, whether it 
is for new programs, 
curriculum 
development, or 
other initiatives.
SNAAP data—quantitative as well as the 
written-in comments by alumni—can help 
build compelling narratives for fundraising.

“I wrote the special report on career 
skills and entrepreneurship. Based on 
that report in SNAAP, I know what 
students need when it comes to entre-
preneurial education. So I applied for 
a grant through Ohio State, a cur-
riculum development grant that’s 
meant to develop equity-focused 
curriculum. We have a minor called 

“Arts Entrepreneurship,” but we did 
not have a class that is called “Arts 
Entrepreneurship,” which I saw as 
problematic. I applied for this cur-
riculum development grant and was 
successfully funded to essentially 
take what we know from that SNAAP 
report, what are the big needs of stu-
dents when it comes to entrepreneurial 
education, and develop a course around 
those things. Most of the expected 
learning outcomes from the syllabus 
are directly taken from [the SNAAP] 
report.”

“Using the information from the SNAAP 
survey, we were able to obtain significant 
information that supported the need for an 
arts entrepreneurship initiative. Some of the 
quotes in the SNAAP comments section were 
critical in making the case, and I am certain 
played a role in acquiring funding from our 
vice-chancellor.”

RACHEL SKAGGS, PHD
Lawrence and Isabel Barnett 
Assistant Professor of Arts 
Management, The Ohio State 
UniversityDEE BOYLE-CLAPP

Director of the Arts Extension 
Service, University of 
Massachusetts Amherst
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SNAAP data 
can also be a 
persuasive asset 
when applying for 
grants. With the 
SNAAP data,
you have a variety 
of results to pull 
from to help 
demonstrate the 
effectiveness of 
your proposal for 
additional funding.

“[From the SNAAP data] we found 
that over half of our alumni were going 
on to start their own businesses. With 
the SNAAP entrepreneurship mod-
ule added in 2015, we were able to 
really see the skills that were needed. 
We started with business-like boot 
camps and workshops through Career 
Development, bringing in people to 
talk about starting businesses and 
business entities. We opened it up to 
all of our alumni as well, because we 
knew that they were the ones who were 
really struggling. We did four years of 
that boot camp, and it was really suc-
cessful, and we got the majority of our 
local alumni plugged into that... From 
there, we started an entrepreneurship 
program. We were able to pitch to a 
major funder and now that has turned 
into a five million-dollar gift. We have 
been able to build the Ratcliffe Center 
for Entrepreneurship at MICA, and we 
now have a minor and four dedicated 
team members... I would say, entrepre-
neurship at MICA has grown tremen-
dously as a result of SNAAP data.”

MEGAN MILLER
Associate Dean for Student 
Integrated Learning,  
Maryland Institute College 
of Artnstitute College of Art (MICA)
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Institutional uses of 
SNAAP data include 
using survey results 
for internal and 
external fundraising. 
SNAAP users have 
successfully earned 
major foundation 
funding by relying, 
in part, on SNAAP 
data.

“[I’ve received some internal funding] and 
ArtsForce has won an award. [Internally], I 
can get funding for certain kinds of things 
and the SNAAP data help us with that. We 
don’t even have the program without being 
really clear that this isn’t a unique problem for 
Utah. It’s how we prepare artists nationally. I 
think large institutions are interested in their 
people graduating into national opportunities, 
not just local.”

“We have used it to apply for grants from foun-
dations, for example, for new programs, for 
new endeavors, things that we find when we 
have gaps in the curriculum or in the program 
of study. So we have used it as data points 
when we apply for foundation grants.”

LIZ LECKIE, PHD
Associate Dean for Undergraduate 
Student Affairs, CFA OEO/Title IX 
Liaison, University of Utah

JOHN CRAWFORD-
SPINELLI, EDD
Dean, College of the Arts, 
Kent State University
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“We have local stakeholders that we need to engage with 
and let them know that what we’re doing works. It is about 
the students’ education quality. But it’s also about letting 
stakeholders, trustees, local funders, and other grant-mak-
ers – when we write a grant application – know [that] 60% 
of our students will be directly impacted.”

“Another part of this is risk assessment. Did I get informa-
tion or an objective third-party tool about the weaknesses 
of my institution? And as an institutional leader, have I 
taken responsibility for those weaknesses, or have I come 
to some understanding about those weaknesses? I think 
that kind of data is data that other schools have had for-
ever and that we just really haven’t had until the SNAAP 
[survey]. I think that makes the SNAAP [survey] kind 
of revolutionary. We all need to use it to get comparative 
statistics.”

SARAH CUNNINGHAM, PHD
Vice Provost, Strategic Partnerships,  
Rhode Island School of Design
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Advocacy
SECTION 5
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SNAAP data inform 
and support 
advocacy work both 
on and off campus. 
A strong evidence 
base is critical to 
effecting change 
and supporting 
the education of 
creative workers.

Regional and national organizations (e.g., 
Americans for the Arts, the Kennedy Center, 
The Association of Independent Colleges 
of Art & Design (AICAD), National Art 
Education Association (NAEA), National 
Association for Music Education (NAME)) 
use SNAAP for their publications and 
advocacy.

“There’s clear evidence that many art schools 
are performing well both on a straight-up ROI 
analysis, but also in terms of career advance-
ment and satisfaction among their alumni.

We just as surely need to be thinking 
hard about how to improve financial aid and 
future earnings for these artists, performers, 
and designers, the very creative class without 
whom we would surely be a much-diminished 
nation and culture.”

DOUGLAS DEMPSTER
Dean Emeritus, College of Fine Arts, 
The University of Texas at Austin

ROB SABAL
Dean, School of the Arts,
Emerson College
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“I’m also keen to see how we can better connect the next 
round of survey data with other conversations about the 
role of the arts in economic and regional planning across 
the country. How does a region include the arts as part 
of its strategy for social transformation and for economic 
development, for addressing the challenges posed by racial 
inequities, for example, or climate change? Research tells 
us that the arts have a role in these matters, and I have to 
think that SNAAP data can help us in this. I’m also grate-
ful to see a new SNAAP survey in this moment given the 
rise of arguments for public education based on workforce 
creation. Though I’m glad to see new interest in higher 
education from policy and government leaders, we need to 
broaden many of the discussions of workforce development 
to include the sort of educational and vocation pathways 
we see in the arts. I think the SNAAP data are going to 
help us in that. The next pitch a municipality makes to 
attracting a significant employer needs to include recog-
nition of not only what the arts bring the region, but what 
the arts education institutions in the region bring to the 
workforce.”

KEVIN HAMILTON
Dean, College of Fine & Applied Arts, 
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
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“Personally, I’m really 
looking forward to 
the future of SNAAP. I 
think everything you 
all have learned from 
what we went through 
is suggesting real 
improvements going 
forward.”

FELICE DUBLON
Vice President and Dean of Student Affairs, 
School of the Art Institute of Chicago
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LINKS TO DOCUMENTS, HEADSHOTS, AND LOGOS USED:

https://experts.illinois.edu/en/persons/kevin-hamilton

https://insidesamfox.wustl.edu/people/nicole-allen/

https://fwpublicart.org/lauren-cross/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:WashU_St._Louis_seal.svg

https://drexel.edu/identity/web/social-media/

https://logos-download.com/47867-emerson-college-logo-download.html https://drexel.edu/
westphal/about/directory/EpsteinLarry/

https://music.indiana.edu/faculty/current/barker-alain.html

https://www.kent.edu/kent/news/kent-state%E2%80%99s-john-crawford-elected-president-
international-council-fine-arts-deans

https://chicagoartistscoalition.org/artists/katharine-schutta

https://www.exhalelifestyle.com/
tv-journalist-turned-educator-lu-ann-reeb-inspires-young-entrepreneurs/

https://stamps.umich.edu/people/john-luther

https://www.linkedin.com/in/meganemiller/

https://snaaparts.org/about/board/rob-sabal

https://www.finearts.utah.edu/media/k2/items/cache/
aaa082d2257ab65aecf61c2340e9c5b9_XL.jpg

https://www.finearts.utah.edu/artsforce

https://barnettcenter.osu.edu/people/skaggs.131

https://aaep.osu.edu/academics/arts-policy-administration/arts-entrepreneurship-minor

https://snaaparts.org/findings/snaap-shot

https://cgiu.wustl.edu/welcome/sam-fox-school-of-design-visual-arts/

https://www.facebook.com/IUJSoM/photos/d41d8cd9/10155437392918605/

https://www.facebook.com/mica.edu/photos/a.10150746129035818/10155382726770818

https://www.hfcc.edu/news/2021/um-school-art-design-info-sessions

https://pulitzercenter.org/campus-consortium/school-art-institute-chicago

https://www.linkedin.com/in/felicedublon/detail/photo/

https://www.kent.edu/artscollege/major-why-arts

https://www.messiah.edu/info/21844/careers_and_outcomes

https://www.messiah.edu/art-design-outcomes

http://www.umass.edu/senate/sites/default/files/Arts-Management-Certificate-14-045.pdf

https://www.music.msu.edu/news/strategic-national-arts-alumni-project-snaap

https://www.music.msu.edu/

https://www.pratt.edu/faculty_and_staff/
bio/?id=dkhicC8wd2lYSGVGSXBGc0luQ09ZUT09

https://www.evergreen.edu/sites/default/files/SNAAP_FINAL.pdf

http://ia.pointloma.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/9/2019/12/Art_Evidence_2016-2017-
Program-Review.pdf

https://www.umass.edu/aes/member/dee-boyle-clapp

https://www.umass.edu/magazine/sites/default/files/umassamherst_berev_lockup_tm_top_
color.svg

https://www.chronicle.com/blogs/letters/
essay-wrong-to-indiscriminately-condemn-university-based-arts-programs

https://snaaparts.org/about/leadership

https://www.kennedy-center.org/education/resources-for-educators/classroom-
resources/articles-and-how-tos/articles/collections/getting-parents-involved/
the-myth-of-the- starving-artist/

https://www.arteducators.org/advocacy-policy/
articles/539-naea-position-statement-on-the-impact-of-visual-arts-workforce-development

https://nafme.org/snaap-shot-career-landscape-music-educators/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Pratt_Institute_Logo.svg

https://snaaparts.org/findings/databriefs/
which-skills-do-founders-and-freelancers-need-unpacking-the-entrepreneurial-skills-gap

https://snaaparts.org/findings/presentations

https://www.risd.edu/academics/academic-leadership/sarah-cunningham
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